
From: Brian Hollingshead [mailto:hollingshead@telus.net]  

Sent: August-30-16 6:47 AM 
To: Brian Hollingshead 

Subject: Traffic,  July  2016 

FACChairs -   

 

The Celebration Continues! 

 

At the risk of sounding tedious, it’s been another banner month!  Graphs and BCF data, attached. 

 

Passenger traffic up 6.4%, vehicles up 5.4% for the month, bringing the year-to-date increases up 

to 3.8% and 5.2%, respectively.  Graphs 1 and 2. 

 

Almost every route is up, the few exceptions being rte 18 to Texada, rte 20 to Thetis, Penelakut 

and rte 25 to Alert and Sointula.  And generally up substantially. 

 

This month’s results are a bit of a surprise, given the weather this July was rather scruffy 

compared to last July..  The common view is traffic is closely tied to weather, which suggested 

modest easing of traffic.  However, the opposite happened.  Seems the visitors just kept coming, 

showers or no.  Tourism has been at an all-time high this spring and summer, with the knock-on 

effect on ferry traffic.  A rising tide floats all boats, including our beloved Queen of Fanny Bay. 

 

Graph 3 is a repeat of what we’ve seen in previous months, traffic for July substantially 

increasing for a second year.  Graph 4, also mirroring previous months, shows Minor Route July 

traffic improving significantly for a second year.  Its recovery lags that of the system traffic, 

however, due to the more severe drop in the earlier years.  Bigger hole to climb out of. 

 

Graph 5 confirms the consistent monthly improvement over the same month in the previous year 

for the past thirteen months.  August was an anomaly.  April’s drop was the result of having no 

Easter weekend this year.  And even then, it did remarkably well, considering. 

 

The North/Central Coast routes were both positive with rte 11 to Haida Gwaii exceptionally 

strong, the result of energized tourism (the islands have been ‘discovered’) and, I’m told, some 

serious construction underway.  On a darker note, traffic out of Bella Coola, 112 vehicles and 

397 passengers, is in stark contrast to July 2013, (250 cars and 811 passengers), the last July 

before rte 40 was killed off.  The crushing impact on area tourism is now in its third year.  The 

Nimpkish and the crippled schedule have not come close to replacing the Chilliwack, now sailing 

the balmy Fijian waters, and the service it provided on rte 40.   

 

We are reminded in graph 7 that getting simply back to traffic levels of 2008 remains a far cry 

from where we believe traffic would have been in an environment of realistic, cost-of-living fare 

increases. The ‘increased user pay’ mantra of 2003 has indelibly scarred traffic on those routes 

characterized as 'money losers'. 

 

It is likely this year’s traffic increase will bring the lines on graph 8 substantially closer to the 

peaks of 2008.  Hopefully, the trend will continue for a few years, establishing new peaks in 



keeping with the increased population, GDP and economic well-being of the province.  That 

said, BCF and others have sounded the warning that there are no guarantees that external 

influences can’t or won’t fall out of the sky to turn the trend on its head. 

 

The Commissioner told us that while BCF had forecast level traffic through PT4, the 

Commission had built in a modest growth factor, thus helping keep the fare increases in 

check.  Quoting from his Preliminary PT4 Fare Cap ruling “The commissioners have . . . based 

the price cap calculations on the assumption that traffic will increase by an additional 2% by the 

end of PT4.”  If this year is any indication, 2% shouldn’t be too hard at all. 

 

His reasons: 

- the dramatic drop in oil prices (which shows no sign of reversing any time soon) 

- price of gasoline at the pump has fallen (encouraging more highway travel) 

- US economy performing well (encouraging more travel) 

- the low Canadian dollar (encouraging Canadians to stay home and Americans to drop by) 

- consumers with more disposable income as a result of lower fuel prices 

- the requirement for Americans to have a passport, a border crossing concern, is less of an issue 

as many more now have one. 

 

His reasons are about the same as ours.  Security is now an added issue with the recent unrest in 

Europe. 

 

Any comments or questions, let’s share. 

 

Brian 

 


